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DECLARATION OF JOHN ARNTZ

1
2

I, John Arntz, declare as follows:

3

1.

4
5
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I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein and could competently testify

thereto.
2.

Since May 2003, I have been employed by the City and County of San Francisco (the

6

“City”) as the Director of the Department of Elections (the “Department”). Prior to my tenure as

7

Director of Elections, I served as Operations Manager and Assistant Manager of Voter Services for the

8

Department. I have worked for the Department since October 1999.

9

3.

The Department is responsible for conducting all federal, state and local elections in the

10

City. The Department serves more than 450,000 registered San Francisco voters, and manages

11

approximately 560 polling places during each election (though the specific number of polling places

12

varies from election to election). The Department currently has 16 permanent employees and 14

13

temporary employees, typically hires between 150 and 300 seasonal employees to handle specific

14

responsibilities in the periods immediately before and after elections, and hires more than 3,000

15

temporary poll workers at most elections. The annual budget of the Department is approved annually

16

by the City’s Board of Supervisors. The budget varies from year to year, depending on a number of

17

factors including the number of elections scheduled for the particular year. For the City’s fiscal year

18

from July 2009 through June 2010, the Department’s budget is $14.2 million.

19

4.

In my role as Director of Elections, I have overall responsibility for the operation and

20

conduct of elections in San Francisco. One of my responsibilities is to ensure that the Department

21

conducts elections in conformance with all relevant federal, state and local elections laws and

22

regulations governing voter registration, elections, referenda, initiative and recalls. My duties also

23

include administration of the City’s contracts with elections vendors; oversight of logic and accuracy

24

testing of all voting equipment; oversight of the preparation and distribution of election materials such

25

as precinct, generic, absentee, sample and test ballots and the Voter Information Pamphlet; oversight

26

of the tabulation of ballots, announcement of election results; and oversight of the City’s post-election

27

canvass. I am also the official custodian for all documents filed with or maintained by the

28

Department.
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It is my general responsibility under the San Francisco Charter to manage the

2

Department of Elections and to ensure that the City conducts free, fair and functional elections. In

3

carrying out that responsibility at each election, I am responsible for ensuring that the Department

4

meets all applicable legal deadlines, that personnel and equipment function and that voting equipment

5

and polling places are usable and accessible to voters. Within the limitations of the City’s resources,

6

my primary goals in each election include ensuring the accuracy of counting and tabulation, the clarity

7

and accessibility of the ballot and voting procedures, the efficiency of the Department, prompt

8

reporting of election results after the polls close, the secrecy of individual voters’ ballots and personal

9

information, fidelity to voter intent on each ballot, transparency of election procedures, and

10

maintenance of public trust in the elections system.

11

The City’s Use of Ranked Choice Voting

12

6.

In March 2002, San Francisco voters adopted Proposition A, which amended the City

13

Charter to require the use of “ranked-choice” voting (“RCV”) to elect most City officers, including the

14

Mayor, members of the Board of Supervisors, City Attorney, District Attorney, Public Defender,

15

Treasurer, Sheriff and Assessor-Recorder. As described below, the City first implemented RCV in

16

2004, and has used RCV in each subsequent November election.

17

7.

Under the City’s RCV system, each voter casts a single vote for each elective office

18

appearing on the ballot. But unlike other voting systems, each vote consists of a series of rankings – a

19

first choice, a second choice, and a third choice. A voter may rank candidates that she supports

20

according to her preferences – for example, she will rank as her first choice the candidate she most

21

favors, and she will rank as her second choice the candidate she would prefer if her favorite does not

22

win. A voter may rank up to three candidates for each office, if at least three candidates are seeking

23

election for that position. A voter may also rank less than three candidates if she only wishes to

24

support one or two candidates.

25

8.

The ranked-choice ballot lists the names of all the candidates (plus a space for write-in

26

candidates) in three repeating columns. A true and correct printout of an electronic proof of the ballot

27

from the 2007 Mayoral election is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. To mark the ranked-choice ballot, a

28

voter selects his or her first-choice candidate in the first column by completing the arrow pointing to
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1

the voter’s choice. Voters who vote for a first choice are not required to indicate second or third

2

choices as well, and many ballots completed by voters in the City include only a first choice vote. If a

3

voter chooses to indicate a second choice, the voter selects a different candidate in the second column

4

by completing the arrow pointing to the voter’s choice. And if the voter chooses to indicate a third

5

choice, the voter selects a different candidate in the third column. The percentage of voters who rank

6

three candidates on their ballots varies depending on the size and competitiveness of each contest, but

7

I estimate that roughly one-quarter to one-third of the ballots cast in RCV elections in San Francisco

8

rank fewer than three candidates (in contests where three or more candidates are listed as choices on

9

the ballot).

10

9.

After collecting the ballots cast by the voters, the Department first tabulates all of the

11

voters’ first-choice rankings. If any candidate receives more than 50% of the first-choice rankings,

12

that candidate wins the race, and the Department does not continue its tabulation. If no candidate

13

receives more than 50% of the first-choice rankings, further tabulation is required. First, the candidate

14

who received the fewest number of first-choice rankings is eliminated from further tabulation. For

15

voters who selected that candidate as their first choice, the voting system will instead count their

16

second-choice candidate. If any candidate receives more than 50% of the rankings, that candidate

17

wins the race, and the tabulation is complete. If no candidate receives more than 50% of the

18

selections, the process of eliminating candidates and transferring preferences is repeated until one

19

candidate receives a majority.

20

10.

Under this system, a voter’s second choice will be counted only if his or her first-choice

21

candidate has been eliminated. And a voter’s third choice will be counted only if both the voter’s first-

22

choice and second-choice candidates have been eliminated. If a voter selects the same candidate in

23

more than one column (for instance, ranking the same candidate as the voter’s first and second

24

choice), the voter’s vote for that candidate will count only once because the system does not consider

25

the second choice on any ballot until the first choice candidate has been eliminated (and does not

26

consider the third choice until the second choice has been eliminated).

27
28

11.

Despite the fact that the processing of ranked-choice ballots consists of several

“rounds” of tabulation, voters only cast a vote once in the City’s RCV system. The tabulation process
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1

consists of several steps. But voters do not cast ballots and then return at a later date to cast additional

2

ballots, as in a two-tier runoff system.

3

12.

In the course of the RCV tabulation process, ballots may become “exhausted.” Ballots

4

can become “exhausted” in different ways. A ballot can be exhausted where a voter ranks three

5

candidates and each of those candidates is eliminated during the tabulation process. In those

6

circumstances, the ballot is considered exhausted after all three candidates have been eliminated.

7

Many ballots are also exhausted when a voter chooses to rank only one or two candidates, and those

8

candidates are eliminated during the RCV tabulation.

9
10

Background Regarding Implementation of RCV
13.

Before March 2002, the City’s Charter provided that if no candidate received a majority

11

of the votes cast in a general election for a municipal office, the City would hold a subsequent runoff

12

election between the two candidates receiving the highest number of votes. In March 2002,

13

Proposition A amended the City Charter to require the use of RCV starting in November 2002 or, at

14

the latest, November 2003.

15

14.

As it does in advance of every election, the Department mailed to each voter in San

16

Francisco a Voter Information Pamphlet before the March 2002 election. For each local measure on

17

the ballot, the Pamphlet includes a neutral summary, prepared by an appointed citizens group,

18

describing the existing law and the effect of the proposed measure. The Pamphlet also usually

19

includes arguments by official proponents and opponents of each measure. In addition to the official

20

arguments, individuals and organizations can submit “paid” ballot arguments. Authors of these

21

arguments pay a per-word fee or a submit a set number of local voter signatures in lieu of a fee. A true

22

and correct copy of the section of the March 2002 Voter Information Pamphlet addressing Proposition

23

A is attached hereto as Exhibit 2.

24

15.

Proposition A was placed on the ballot by the City’s Board of Supervisors by a majority

25

vote of ten Supervisors. The voters adopted Proposition A at the election on March 5, 2002, with

26

55.48% voting in favor of the measure.

27
28

16.

On July 1, 2002, following the passage of Proposition A, I informed the Mayor and the

Board of Supervisors that the City would not be able to implement RCV for the November 2002
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1

election because a new voting system capable of handling RCV could not be developed and certified

2

by the Secretary of State in time. The City’s contract with its voting systems vendor in 2003 required

3

that the vendor deliver a fully tested and approved voting system capable of handling RCV elections

4

no later than August 1, 2003, for use in the November 2003 election. The vendor failed to meet that

5

deadline and informed me that modifying the City’s voting equipment to accommodate RCV

6

requirements before the November 2003 election would have greatly increased the chance of errors in

7

the election.
17.

8

The Department then developed its own RCV system that combined hand counting of

9

RCV ballots with off-the-shelf software to tabulate RCV results. At the time, I estimated that the hand

10

count would have cost the City over two million dollars. The City sought to have the proposed system

11

certified by the Secretary of State for the November 2003 Mayoral election, but the Secretary of State

12

declined to certify the system. Ultimately, I concluded that despite the City’s good faith efforts, it was

13

impossible to implement RCV for the November 2003 election.
18.

14

On August 11, 2003, several organizations and individuals filed a lawsuit in San

15

Francisco Superior Court seeking to compel the City to conduct the upcoming November 4, 2003

16

general municipal election using RCV. The case was entitled Center for Voting and Democracy et al.

17

v. Arntz et al, San Francisco Superior Court No. CPF-03-503431. The petitioners sought a writ of

18

mandate and injunctive relief, claiming that under Proposition A, the City was legally required to

19

employ RCV beginning in the November 2003 election. On August 20, 2003, Superior Court Judge

20

James Warren denied the petition for writ of mandate. Although Judge Warren noted that Charter

21

section 13.102 required the use of RCV in the November 2003 municipal election, he deferred to the

22

Department’s showing that the use of RCV without a certified and reliable system would place the

23

Department’s ability to conduct an orderly election at risk. A true and correct copy of Judge Warren’s

24

order is attached hereto as Exhibit 3. In December 2003, the City held a runoff election to elect its

25

mayor.

26
27

19.

The City first implemented RCV in the November 2004 municipal election. The City

holds regularly-scheduled municipal elections for local elective office every November. The City has

28
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1

used the RCV system at each November election since November 2004. Every elected official

2

currently serving the City was chosen in an RCV election.

3

San Francisco’s Contract for Voting System Hardware and Software

4

20.

County elections officials in California contract with voting system vendors to supply

5

and maintain the voting equipment. Counties generally do not create or maintain their own voting

6

systems. The City’s current voting systems vendor, Sequoia Voting Systems, Inc. (“Sequoia”),

7

provides the Department’s voting equipment – including touch-screen machines used by some voters

8

at the polling place and optical scan machines used by the Department to scan and tabulate paper

9

ballots. Sequoia also handles the design and layout of ballot cards (including sample, provisional and

10

absentee ballots) and provides technical support to the Department before, on and after Election Day.

11

The City’s current contract with Sequoia, worth $12.6 million, will expire on January 1, 2011 with the

12

option for the City to renew two times for one year each renewal. The City paid for the voting system

13

entirely with grants from the federal and State governments.

14

21.

The process of selecting a new vendor for voting equipment is extensive, in part

15

because of the City’s competitive bidding process and in part because any voting system must meet

16

federal, state and local requirements and receive federal and state certification. To take the most

17

recent example, nearly three years passed from the Department’s issuance of its request for proposals

18

until the City’s approval of the contract with Sequoia.

19

State and Federal Certification of Voting Systems

20

22.

The Department cannot use a voting system (hardware or software) that has not been

21

approved by the California Secretary of State. Additionally, the Secretary of State certifies all ballot

22

printers, and strictly controls the layout, design and printing of ballots for all public elections

23

conducted in California. I am not aware of the Secretary of State ever having approved an RCV

24

system that provides more than three choices for voters.

25

23.

I am informed and believe that three voting systems companies currently have systems

26

in use in California that have been certified by the Secretary of State for any RCV or non-RCV

27

elections, following the recent acquisition of one major voting system vendor by another. And only

28
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1

one company, Sequoia, has a system currently in use that has been certified by the Secretary of State

2

for RCV elections.

3

24.

If the Department could modify its voting system to accommodate more than three

4

rankings per voter in RCV contests – putting aside the logistical and technical impediments discussed

5

below – the Department could not use new voting software or hardware or redesign the ballot until the

6

new software, hardware and ballot design had been certified by the Secretary of State.

7

25.

The Secretary of State determines the time and place for examining a proposed voting

8

system (or a change to an existing system), and State law does not impose any specific deadlines for

9

the certification process. The Secretary of State must hold a public hearing on the certification

10

application after at least 30 days’ notice to the public. Based on my experience, when a vendor

11

submits a voting system for approval, the Secretary of State’s review process can take a few months or

12

over a year.

13

26.

In addition, the Secretary of State will not certify any direct recording electronic (or

14

touch-screen) voting system unless the system has received federal qualification from the United

15

States Election Assistance Commission. Based on my experience with that certification process, I

16

believe the process also will take a year or longer.

17

Voting Equipment Used in San Francisco

18

27.

San Francisco voters have the option of voting on a paper ballot or on an electronic

19

touch-screen machine. As required by federal law, each polling place in the City has a touch-screen

20

machine, but the large majority of San Francisco voters – approximately 99 percent on average –

21

including all vote-by-mail (or absentee) voters, cast their votes using paper ballots. To collect and

22

tabulate votes, the Department uses three machines provided by the City’s voting system vendor under

23

our voting systems contract: (1) the Optech Insight (the “Insight”), which uses optical scan technology

24

to scan and tabulate paper ballots at each polling place; (2) the Edge II Direct Recording Equipment

25

(the “Edge”), a touch-screen machine that allows individuals with disabilities (and others who prefer

26

to vote on a touch-screen machine) to vote in a manner that is private and independent; and (3) the

27

400-C, which is a high-speed optical scan machine used primarily to scan and tabulate vote-by-mail

28

ballots received by the Department on or before Election Day. Every polling place in the City has at
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1

least one Insight machine and one Edge, and the Department maintains four 400-C machines in its

2

office at City Hall. I describe each machine in more detail below.

3

28.

The Insight: Each polling place has an Insight machine that the Department uses to

4

tabulate and store voted paper ballots. At the polling place, each voter who chooses to vote on a paper

5

ballot receives a ballot and has the opportunity to mark the ballot in private. Depending on the number

6

of contests in an election and the number of candidates in each race, the ballot may include just one

7

card, but in San Francisco it usually includes several cards. Once the voter has finished marking the

8

ballot cards, the voter inserts the cards into the Insight, sometimes with the assistance of a poll worker.

9

The Insight’s optical scanning device reads the votes on each card and records those votes in its

10

memory pack. The vote tallies are stored in the “memory pack” in each Insight. The machine’s

11

optical scanning device has three scan heads, which allows it to scan and record data from up to three

12

separate columns on a ballot in a ranked-choice election.

13

29.

The machine automatically returns ballot cards that contain “overvotes” (marks made

14

for more candidates than the voter is entitled to vote for in a column or contest), and the voter may

15

choose to correct any problems with his or her ballot. If a ballot card does not contain overvotes, or if

16

the voter chooses to submit the ballot card despite having been alerted to the existence of an overvote,

17

then the Insight records the vote in its memory pack and deposits the ballot card into a storage bin

18

inside the machine. At the end of Election Day, the memory packs are transported from each polling

19

place to City Hall, while the paper ballots are transported from each polling place to the Department’s

20

warehouse.

21

30.

The Edge: Each polling place and the Department’s office in San Francisco City Hall

22

(where voters can vote in person on or before Election Day) has one Edge machine to allow accessible

23

voting via a touch screen or audio ballot. Voters who use the Edge submit votes in each contest by

24

touching the machine’s screen. In RCV contests, a voter submits a first choice on one screen, then

25

moves to a subsequent screen to submit a second choice, and a third screen to submit a third choice.

26

Each Edge machine has a Voter Verified Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT). The VVPAT records each vote

27

cast, and the Edge allows voters to review their selections on the paper trail before pressing a button

28

on the screen to finally cast their votes. The VVPAT remains in the Edge machine throughout
Declaration of John Arntz ISO of Defts’ Opposition to Pltfs’ Motion
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1

Election Day. The Edge records votes on the VVPAT and in a memory card, but the Secretary of

2

State’s certification of the City’s voting system does not permit the Department to rely on the Edge to

3

tabulate votes. Rather, relying on the information recorded by on the VVPAT, the Department “re-

4

makes” each voter’s selections by hand on a paper ballot. The Department then runs those re-made

5

ballots through the 400-C optical scan machine at City Hall for vote tabulation.

6

31.

The 400-C: In addition to the equipment at the polling place, the Department also

7

maintains four 400-C optical scan machines in its offices in City Hall. The Department uses the 400-C

8

primarily to scan and record votes on four types of ballots: (1) paper ballot cards delivered by mail or

9

on Election Day by vote-by-mail (or absentee) voters, (2) re-made paper ballots for voters who used an

10

Edge machine, (3) re-made paper ballots that have been damaged or have other errors where the

11

voter’s intent is discernible, and (4) provisional ballots that were not scanned and recorded by the

12

Insight at the polling place. Like the Insight, the 400-C’s optical scanning device reads the votes on

13

each ballot card and records those votes in its memory. And like the Insight, the 400-C’s optical

14

scanning device has three scan heads, which allows it to scan and record data from up to three separate

15

columns on a ballot in a ranked-choice election.

16

32.

On December 4, 2009, the Secretary of State issued its most recently revised approval

17

certifying the Department’s current voting system for the November 2010 election using these three

18

machines. A true and correct copy of that approval is attached hereto as Exhibit 4.

19

Preparation for Elections Generally

20

33.

In the months leading to an election, the Department must adhere to a strict timeline to

21

prepare and complete all essential tasks. Critical aspects of elections planning and preparation

22

include: ordering ballot paper (approximately 100 days before Election Day); laying out, preparing

23

and printing ballots (beginning between 88 and 75 days before Election Day); mailing overseas ballots

24

(approximately 60 days before Election Day); mailing vote-by-mail ballots (beginning approximately

25

29 days before Election Day); printing the Voter Information Pamphlet (beginning approximately 60

26

days before Election Day); mailing that Pamphlet to voters (beginning approximately 40 days before

27

Election Day); finalizing procedures for voting and for the counting and tabulation of votes (beginning

28

approximately 55 days before Election Day); finalizing procedures for the mandatory post-election
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1

canvass (beginning approximately 55 days before Election Day); training poll workers and staff

2

(beginning approximately 40 days before Election Day); testing the accuracy of voting equipment

3

(beginning approximately 50 days before Election Day); and conducting voter education and outreach

4

(beginning approximately 90 days before Election Day). The Department currently is in the process of

5

preparing for the Statewide and municipal election in June, when there will be no RCV contests on the

6

ballot. At the same time, the Department is already beginning to consider its budget and plans for the

7

November 2010 election.

8
9

34.

Because of the City’s current budget shortfall, the Mayor’s Office decreased the

Department’s annual budget by ten percent in the current fiscal year, and at the request of the Mayor’s

10

Office, the Department’s proposed budget for the next fiscal year beginning in July 2010 includes a

11

reduction of an additional ten percent. Because of these cuts, the Department currently operates with

12

what I would characterize as a “bare bones” structure. Very little of the Department’s budget is used

13

for discretionary activities.

14

Ballot Design

15

35.

For each election, the Department must plan a schedule for the production of precinct,

16

generic, absentee, sample and test ballots. This schedule must provide for ordering and preparing

17

ballot paper, as well as typesetting, proofing, translating, printing and finalizing the ballots in advance

18

of absentee and early voting. The field of candidates (other than write-in candidates) for any local

19

elective office is not settled until the deadline for declarations of candidacy, which is either 88 or 83

20

days before the election, depending on whether an incumbent is running. (See Cal. Elections Code

21

§§ 10224, 10225.) Only after the field of candidates for an election is set can the Department begin

22

the process of designing and formatting ballots and translating ballots into Chinese and Spanish.

23

36.

To complete printing of the ballots in time for Election Day, the Department must order

24

card stock for the ballots three or four months prior to the election, usually in July for a November

25

election. Because the voting system requires the very highest quality paper to avoid recording errors,

26

only certain vendors can fill the Department’s orders. To make a timely order for ballot paper, the

27

Department must decide the size of the order at least a few weeks before the deadline for declarations

28

of candidacy.
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When designing a ballot, the Department must take care to comply with the California

2

Elections Code’s requirements for ballot format. For example, the ballot must include a prominent

3

masthead with the election title, city and county name, and election date, along with detailed

4

instructions for voters (§§ 13203, 13204). Each candidate’s name must be printed in Roman capital,

5

boldface type not smaller than eight-point, and must be separated by lines at least 3/8 of an inch apart

6

(§ 13211). Additionally, the ballot must include designated space for qualified write-in candidates (§

7

13212). And to comply with federal, state and local laws protecting voting rights, the Department also

8

translates all ballot content into Spanish and Chinese.

9

38.

The Insight can read and tabulate 3-column ballots that are up to 9.75 inches wide and

10

up to 22 inches long. The machines used by the Department cannot accommodate a wider ballot. The

11

actual length of the ballots currently used in San Francisco varies from election to election, depending

12

on the number of measures, the number of candidates, and whether the election involves an RCV

13

contest. But the size of the ballot never exceeds the maximum dimensions allowable for the Insight.

14

39.

The Department has designed ballot cards for RCV contests annually before each

15

November election since 2004. For each such contest, each ballot card has included three columns,

16

labeled “FIRST CHOICE,” “SECOND CHOICE,” and “THIRD CHOICE.” Each column has

17

contained the names of all candidates in the race.

18

40.

Since 2004, the Department has prepared ballots in six RCV elections with ten or more

19

choices in each column. In the 2004 election for the Board of Supervisors member representing the

20

City’s District 5, there were 22 qualified candidates. A true and correct printout of an electronic proof

21

of the official ballot card for that race is attached hereto as Exhibit 5.

22

41.

When the Department issued a request for proposals for a voting system vendor in

23

2005, two potential vendors, ES&S and Sequoia, responded to the Department’s request for proposals.

24

To assist in the Department’s selection of voting system equipment that could be used in an RCV

25

election, the Department invited both companies to participate in a pilot program using their

26

equipment with test ballots and a two-week test at City Hall. The Department asked each vendor to

27

provide a system that permitted each voter to indicate as many choices as there were candidates in

28

each RCV contest. The Department prominently announced the pilot program on its website and
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contacted more than 250 community groups to encourage public participation. More than 400 people

2

attended the program and submitted evaluations of the systems. The vendors produced sample ballot

3

card designs for participants to review or for use in that test. Sequoia produced a demonstration ballot

4

on which a voter could rank up to four candidates in a single RCV contest. The ballot had only three

5

columns, like the current ballot designed for use with the Insight and the 400-C, but voters could rank

6

as many as four candidates in the sample RCV contest. A true and correct copy of that demonstration

7

ballot is attached hereto as Exhibit 6. In follow-up surveys during the pilot project, the Department

8

received negative feedback from members of the public regarding that test ballot. Voters remarked

9

that they found the ballot confusing, difficult to mark, and likely to induce overvotes. To address

10

these concerns and avoid voter confusion, the Department later worked with Sequoia to develop the

11

three-column ballot format that the Department now uses for RCV contests.

12

Logic and Accuracy Testing

13

42.

The California Elections Code requires the City to conduct logic and accuracy (“L&A”)

14

testing of all vote tabulation equipment for each election. This requirement is intended to ensure the

15

accuracy of election results by testing the equipment. The overall objective of L&A testing is to

16

ensure that all voting equipment can accept and read the ballots for a particular election, reject all

17

invalid or erroneous ballots (such as those that have been overvoted), and accurately accumulate and

18

report the total number of votes for each candidate or measure. The California Secretary of State

19

approves the operating procedures specifying the methods and procedures for L&A testing.

20

43.

The Department of Elections typically begins to design the L&A testing for an election

21

immediately after finalizing the ballot layout. The Department’s design of the L&A testing cannot

22

start before the ballot design is finalized because the test design is based on the number of candidates

23

and measures on the ballot and the number of ballot types used in the election.

24

44.

The first step of L&A testing is creation of “scripts” for a test using the ballots that the

25

voters will use in the upcoming real election. The Department’s staff creates scripts setting a pre-

26

determined combination of votes, including rankings of candidates in RCV elections, as well as

27

undervotes or overvotes. Based on the scripts, the Department determines the precise expected

28

outcome from each machine.
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The Department sends the scripts to its printing vendor, K&H Integrated Print Solutions

2

(“K&H”), which prints marks on a number of ballots (usually between 100 and 300 ballots per

3

machine) according to the script for use in the test. K&H returns the printed test ballots to the

4

Department, and the Department conducts the test tabulation by running those ballots through the

5

Insight and 400-C optical scan machines. For the Edge machines, Sequoia prepares a simulation

6

cartridge with a script that is similar to the printed paper ballots, and the Department’s staff also

7

manually enters votes on the touch-screen machines according to another script. The Department tests

8

every machine that will be used in the election – about 1,100 voting machines in an election with 550

9

polling places. When there is a discrepancy between the results of the testing as recorded by a voting

10

machine and the voting script, the Department must investigate and correct the problem. It typically

11

takes approximately 20-25 days to complete the testing for elections using the current RCV system,

12

including time to investigate and correct any errors identified during the process.

13

46.

After each optical scan machine is tested and the results of the test as recorded by the

14

machine match the markings on the test ballots, the Department staff seals the memory packs inside

15

the Insight and 400-C machines and seals the memory cards inside the Edge machines. The machines

16

cannot be modified until after the election for which the memory pack was prepared – any

17

modification would necessitate a new round of testing.

18

47.

It is critical that the Department leave itself sufficient time to investigate and correct the

19

errors that cause such discrepancies so that all voting machines function properly on election day.

20

Under State law, L&A testing must be completed no later than seven days before the election.

21

Typically, the Department starts delivering voting equipment to the polling places starting seven days

22

before the election.

23

Post-election Canvass

24

48.

State law requires the Department to conduct an official canvass after each election,

25

which is an internal audit of the election to ensure the accuracy and validity of the results. State law

26

allows 28 days following most elections for the Department to conduct the official canvass and certify

27

the election results. California Elections Code section 15301 requires the official canvass to begin no

28

later than the Thursday following Election Day. In the canvass, the Department conducts a hand tally
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1

of ballots cast at one-percent of the City’s polling places, chosen randomly, and compares the results

2

of that hand count to the results obtained by the optical scan machines’ tabulation. The canvass is a

3

complicated undertaking requiring a large staff and a large number of tasks, including inspection of

4

materials and supplies returned by poll workers; reconciliation of the number of signatures on polling

5

place rosters or the number of ballots cast with the number of ballots that recorded as submitted at the

6

polling place; reproduction of damaged ballots; and counting, recording and tabulating votes in

7

multiple races, including RCV races.

8
9
10

In Light of the Limits of the Voting System and Other Logistical Concerns, the City
Cannot Provide an Unlimited Number of Rankings in an RCV Contest
49.

If the Department were required to administer an election system in which a voter could

11

rank as many as 22 choices or more in a single contest, it would be unable to design a ballot that

12

complies with the law, works with our voting system, avoids significant voter confusion and allows

13

the Department to complete effective L&A testing. I foresee a number of significant problems that the

14

Department would face in such a situation.

15

50.

Ballot size: Given the font constraints described above and the need to provide ballots

16

in three languages, the Department could not design a single ballot card with 23 columns without far

17

exceeding the size of the ballots we currently use. Using our current format – with the names of all the

18

candidates in each column – the ballot would be seven times as long as it is now. At that size, the

19

ballot would not fit into the optical scan machine. I have considered an alternative format where each

20

voter ranks candidates in a 23-by-23 matrix – with names of each of the 22 candidates (plus a write-in

21

space) listed on the left column and 23 choices listed along the top of the card. This matrix would

22

offer voters a choice of 529 arrows or bubbles to fill in to complete the ballot. A simple mockup of

23

such a ballot, with letters representing candidate names, is attached hereto as Exhibit 7. This mock

24

ballot does not comply with actual production ballot specifications. For instance, the size of the voting

25

arrows are reduced from their size on an actual ballot. And both the size and positions of the arrows

26

do not correspond with the scan heads on the Department of Elections’ current optical scanning

27

machines. Given the font and language requirements, I believe that even this alternative would require

28

a much larger ballot card than our system currently uses.
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Scanning Capability: Even if the Department could design a 23-column ballot card that

2

would physically fit into the Department’s optical scan machines, the Insight and the 400-C would be

3

incapable of reading it. As noted above, those machines each have only three scan heads, so they are

4

capable of scanning and recording data from only three columns per card. I do not know whether it is

5

technologically possible to build an optical scan machine with 23 (or more) scan heads, but I am not

6

aware of any voting system that uses such a machine. The current system used by San Francisco could

7

not read or tabulate data from such a ballot card. At a minimum, using such a ballot would require the

8

production of new voting machines, subject to certification by the Secretary of State.

9

52.

Multiple cards: For the reasons described in the preceding paragraphs, the Department

10

could not feasibly design or use a single ballot card with 23 columns. For several additional reasons, I

11

do not believe the Department realistically could use multiple ballot cards, each with three columns,

12

covering a single contest with 22 or more candidates.

13

•

First, although the cards would fit into the optical scan machines and the machines

14

would be capable of scanning the columns, the City’s voting software currently is not

15

capable of tabulating votes for a single RCV contest scanned from multiple cards. If

16

that change is technologically possible, it would require a change in the City’s voting

17

system and new certification by the Secretary of State.

18

•

Second, the multiple cards submitted by a single voter could be separated or

19

accidentally mixed with another voter’s cards in the Insight’s storage bins or in

20

transportation after the election. The City handles an average of 1.3 million precinct

21

ballot cards in each RCV election, transporting them from over 550 polling places in a

22

coordinated effort after the polls close on Election Day. When each contest is limited

23

to a single card, the card is a complete record of the voter’s choice in that contest. Even

24

if a voter has completed several cards in a particular election, there is no significant

25

danger in accidentally mixing or separating those cards because each one is a complete

26

record of the voter’s choice in one or more contests. If a voter could rank choices for a

27

single contest on seven separate cards, any physical separation of those cards would

28

disrupt or preclude the correct recording of the voter’s choices for RCV tabulation.
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1

This would create serious risks of error in the initial recording of votes, in any recount

2

of the RCV contest, and in the City’s mandatory post-election canvass, where the

3

Department counts paper ballots by hand for one percent of the precincts to verify that

4

the optical scan machines’ results were accurate.

5

•

Third, related to the potential problem of separating cards, multiple-card contests could

6

cause additional logistical problems at the polling place when the voter places the ballot

7

cards into the Insight machine. For any voter, the Insight machine might accept and

8

scan the voter’s first card and deposit it in the machine’s internal storage bin, but then

9

reject the voter’s second card in the same contest because of an overvote. In that

10

circumstance, under the Department’s current protocol for one-card contests, the poll

11

worker offers the voter a chance to fix any errors on the ballot. When voters choose to

12

remake their ballots, the correction might take several minutes or longer, and under

13

current practice, other voters can scan their ballots into the Insight during that time.

14

But in the multiple-card contest scenario, the Insight would have already accepted the

15

voter’s first card for the contest, so allowing the voter to remake the second card could

16

undermine the machine’s tabulation or result in the cards being separated, and also

17

could result in long lines for voters at the polling place.

18

•

Fourth, multiple-card contests could cause additional logistical problems on Election

19

Day simply because of the size and weight of the added cards. While each contest now

20

occupies a single card, a 22-candidate contest would require eight three-column cards

21

(or four two-sided cards) per voter (one card with three columns for choices 1-3,

22

another card for choices 4-6, and so on). That could double or triple the amount of

23

paper the Department would have to manage, transport to and from polling places, and

24

store before and after the election. In general elections with a four- or five-card ballot,

25

the Department already faces several challenges storing and moving ballot cards

26

because: the current space allocated for ballot staging is at maximum capacity; City

27

staff and poll workers cannot lift heavy ballot bags that sometimes exceed 70 pounds;

28

and because the vehicles used to transport those bags can only handle a limited amount
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1

of weight. If the number of cards in an election doubled or tripled, the Department

2

would be required to hire more staff and rent more vehicles and storage space, which

3

would significantly increase the cost and logistical complexity of running each election.

4

Additionally, the extra cards would add a burden on poll workers because the storage

5

bins inside the Insight machines would fill to capacity much more quickly, requiring

6

frequent replacement of those bins – which, under current procedures, can only be

7

handled by certain high-level Election Day workers. Finally, increasing the number of

8

ballot cards would create significant problems for Deputy Sheriffs, who retrieve and

9

transport ballots from multiple polling places to the City’s ballot collection center after
the close of the polls.

10
11

•

Fifth, for similar reasons, a doubling or tripling of the number of ballot cards would

12

make voting by mail more difficult. Large portions of the City’s voters now vote by

13

mail. For instance, in November 2009, 68.19% of participating voters voted by mail,

14

and in November 2008, 46.01% voted by mail. The Department sends over 179,000

15

vote-by-mail ballots to “permanent absentee” voters in advance of every election. The

16

Department pays approximately one dollar in mailing costs for each vote-by-mail ballot

17

we send to voters. If the number of ballot cards increased significantly, the costs of

18

mailing would increase and the Department would need to purchase larger envelopes to

19

handle the larger load. Ballots composed of more than 5 cards would exceed the

20

capacity of the Department’s current mailing vendor’s automated insertion system for

21

vote-by-mail ballots, requiring additional manual steps to complete ballots prior to

22

mailing at a greater cost.

23

•

Sixth, using multiple ballot cards per contest would create additional challenges when

24

the Department orders ballot paper. As noted above, the Department orders ballot

25

paper about 100 days prior to Election Day, even though candidates’ declarations

26

indicating that they will participate in the race are not due until 83 or 87 days before the

27

election. So the Department must estimate the number of ballot cards it will need for

28

an election before knowing the number of candidates in each contest. Currently, that
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1

does not pose a significant difficulty because the Department knows that each RCV

2

contest will occupy only one ballot card, and we can order ballot paper based on that

3

assumption. But if the Department were required to use the multiple-card format

4

discussed above, each contest could range in size from one to eight (or more) ballot

5

cards, depending on the number of candidates. Without knowing the number of

6

candidates in RCV races at the time we order ballot paper, we would have to rely on

7

rough estimates, which would likely lead to the Department over-ordering ballot paper

8

for the upcoming election, resulting in potential waste of City funds.

9

53.

Insufficient Memory: If it were possible to design a ballot card (or multiple cards)

10

allowing voters to rank each candidate in San Francisco elections, I am concerned that the City’s

11

voting system lacks adequate memory to record and tabulate all the votes. The memory pack in each

12

optical scan machine and the memory card in each Edge is customized for each election, based on the

13

number of candidates and measures on the ballot, the precinct in which the machine will be used, and

14

the number of different ballot types for that precinct. Currently, the memory packs in the City’s

15

Insight machines do not have the capacity to handle the amount of data that would be required if the

16

Department allowed each voter to choose and rank an unlimited number of candidates in a ranked-

17

choice election, particularly where the number of choices could exceed 20 per race. Upgrading the

18

system to accommodate a large number of choices could take months and be costly for the City.

19

54.

State and Federal Certification: Even if they are technically and logistically possible,

20

changes to the City’s voting system – including changes to the ballot images, the tabulation database,

21

the RCV calculation algorithm, the memory packs, or the voting machine hardware – would require

22

new certification from the Secretary of State. Additionally, changes to the Edge would require new

23

certification from the United States Election Assistance Commission (“EAC”). Sequoia would be

24

required to apply for certification after making the necessary changes to the voting system. The

25

Secretary of State has certified the City’s current voting system for the November 2010 election,

26

subject to a number of conditions, and the EAC has certified the Edge to record votes but not to

27

tabulate results in RCV contests. I cannot predict whether the Secretary of State or the EAC would

28
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1

certify a system with the changes necessary to provide voters an unlimited number of rankings in RCV

2

contests. I also cannot predict how long either certification process would take.

3

55.

Voter confusion: Beyond the hardware, software and logistical limitations, I have

4

serious concerns about the voter confusion that would result from a ballot card with 23 columns, a

5

card with a 23-by-23 matrix of ranked choices, or a series of multiple ballot cards for a single contest.

6

Based on my experience observing voter responses to ballot cards and supervising Department staff

7

working directly with voters, and based on the feedback the Department received regarding the sample

8

ballots in the 2005 pilot project, I would be very concerned that such a system would cause significant

9

confusion, undermining the City’s mission to provide the residents of San Francisco with free, fair and

10
11

functional elections.
56.

L&A Testing: A system in which a voter could rank as many as two dozen candidates

12

also would impose significant hardships on – and potentially undermine – the Department’s L&A

13

testing process. As discussed above, the Department cannot begin to design the scripts for the L&A

14

test until after the ballot design is complete, approximately 70 days before the election. The testing

15

process does not begin until approximately 50 days before the election, and the Department’s L&A

16

testing must be complete by at least 7 days before the election. That allows, at the most, 43 days to

17

complete the tests, correct any problems that the tests uncover, then complete the tests again on the

18

corrected system. Creating scripts and running L&A testing for an election with RCV contests is more

19

challenging and time-consuming than for elections without RCV. With the possibility of ranking 22

20

or more candidates, the L&A testing would become far more complicated and time-consuming than it

21

currently is. To test the system comprehensively, the scripts would have to include more ballot cards

22

and more rankings, and the variety of possible permutations for the tabulation system probably would

23

uncover more errors in the system, each of which would take time to correct. And if the system used

24

multiple cards per contest, the testing would take longer because of the need to run each card through

25

the system during the testing process. On the whole, I anticipate that the L&A testing in advance of

26

elections with such large contests would necessarily be less thorough because of the immovable time

27

constraints.

28
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Post-election canvass: A larger number of rankings in each RCV contest would also

2

impact the post-election canvass. Under State law and the Secretary of State’s conditional certification

3

of the Sequoia voting system, the Department must hand-count ballots from at least one percent of the

4

City’s precincts – all within the 28 days prior to the deadline for certifying the election results.

5

Adding more rankings – particularly if there were a large number of candidates in City-wide RCV

6

contests – could significantly complicate the hand-counting process, and would require the

7

Department to hire more staff to complete the canvass in a timely manner.

8
9

Holding a Runoff Election In December 2010 Would Pose Significant Difficulties for the
Department
58.

If the City returned to a runoff system for the November 2010 election, the

10
Department’s resources would be stressed during the period between the general and runoff elections.
11
Handling a general election and a runoff election in a five-week period is possible but difficult and
12
costly for the City. Holding a runoff election in a Citywide contest would cost the City over $3
13
million, and holding a runoff election in a contest within any one of the City’s eleven Supervisorial
14
districts would cost the City approximately $300,000.
15
59.

In San Francisco’s elections prior to 2004, the period between a general election and a

16
runoff usually was usually five weeks. That period would overlap with the Department’s post-election
17
canvass before the Department certifies the results of the general election. At the same time, the
18
Department’s staff would be required to prepare for an immediate second election. During that short
19
period, the Department would be required to prepare, proof and order ballots, perform L&A testing,
20
recruit and train poll workers, arrange for and prepare polling places, and mail ballots to vote-by-mail
21
(absentee) voters. This doubling of responsibilities for the Department’s staff during an already busy
22
time would require the Department to hire additional temporary staff and certainly would require the
23
payment of extra overtime to the Department’s permanent staff.
24
60.

Until 2004, when the Department implemented RCV, the City held local runoff

25
elections – including runoffs in 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 and 2003. During this time, each polling
26
place had a single optical scan machine. Today, as described above, each polling place has two
27
machines – an Insight and an Edge. The addition of the Edge, with its visual and audio ballots,
28
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1

essentially means that two more versions of the ballot need to be created, proofed, and tested prior to

2

an election, and then processed during the post-election canvass. This would make the administration

3

of a runoff more challenging and expensive for the Department because the use of the Edge makes

4

L&A testing and the post-election canvass more time-consuming and labor-intensive.

5

61.

In addition to staff costs, holding a second election in December would require the City

6

to hire poll workers, rent vehicles to transport ballots and equipment on, before and after the day of the

7

runoff, and pay staff of other City departments like the Sheriff’s Office and the Department of Parking

8

and Traffic.

9

62.

Additionally, holding a runoff would pose challenges for the Department’s Voter

10

Outreach and Education division. That division identifies, registers and educates qualified voters and

11

works to increase public awareness and participation in the election process. It is staffed by two full-

12

time multi-lingual employees and up to four temporary staff during the period immediately before the

13

election. This staff is responsible for community workshops, production of written materials,

14

including brochures and a regular newsletter, and online materials. Since the passage of Proposition A

15

in 2002, the Department has worked extensively to educate the public about the operation of RCV,

16

preparing and distributing posters, brochures, public service announcements, and video presentations.

17

In 2004 alone, the Department spent more than $750,000 to provide voters with information about

18

RCV, including over 700 outreach events. In addition to the Voter Information Pamphlet, which the

19

Department sends to every voter, the Department sent a City-wide mailing to all registered voters in

20

2004 with information about RCV. Among other things, the Department now produces a brochure

21

entitled “Ranked-Choice Voting Explained,” which is available in paper or online at the Department’s

22

website. The Department’s website provides further materials for voters interested in RCV. The

23

website includes an interactive program describing how to mark the ranked-choice ballot correctly, at

24

http://www.sfelections.org/demo/, and a picture of a sample ballot, at

25

http://www.sfgov.org/site/uploadedfiles/elections/Voting/demonstration_ballot(1).pdf.

26

63.

If the Court ordered the City to return to a non-RCV runoff system for this November’s

27

election, the change would strain the resources of the Voter Outreach and Education division. Without

28

adequate outreach and education, there is a risk that voters could come to the polling place unprepared
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1

to vote for a single candidate. The strain on the Department and the potential for voter confusion

2

would be exacerbated if the Court preliminarily enjoins the operation of RCV for the November 2010

3

election – requiring the Department to provide voter education on the change – and later denies the

4

plaintiffs’ request for permanent injunctive relief, requiring further voter education on the return back

5

to RCV.

6

Feedback from Voters

7

64.

For many years, the Department has received feedback from voters in a number of

8

ways. Voters regularly contact the Department via email, telephone or in person to express concerns

9

or ask questions about different aspects of San Francisco elections. I sometimes handle these inquiries

10

personally, but usually the Department’s staff handles the inquiries under my supervision. On

11

Election Day, the Department maintains a phone bank for voters and poll workers to call with

12

concerns or problems at the polling places. The Department records, reviews and responds, if

13

appropriate, to hundreds of calls at each election. Although I do not personally review or respond to

14

every one of those calls, I review the call log at various times throughout Election Day and my staff

15

reports any significant or common concerns to me during the day. Until I received a copy of the

16

filings in this lawsuit, I cannot recall receiving any specific communication from a voter complaining

17

that the City’s RCV system did not give them the ability to rank more than three candidates.

18
19
20

I declare under penalty of perjury, under the laws of the State of California, that the foregoing
is true and correct and that if called as a witness I could competently testify thereto.

21
22

Executed this 26th day of February, 2010 at San Francisco, California.

23
____________/s/_________________
JOHN ARNTZ

24
25
26
27
28
Declaration of John Arntz ISO of Defts’ Opposition to Pltfs’ Motion
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Pursuant to General Order No. 45 of the Northern District of California, I attest that I have on

3

file all holograph signatures for any signatures indicated by a “conformed” signature (/s/) within this e-

4

filed document.

5
By:

6

____________/s/_________________
Jonathan Givner

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
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